CloverGurukul is an Interactive
Online Training Platform that
enables the trainer and
learner to use the latest
technologies for training while
ensuring the traditional
education method of teacherstudent interactions with
continuous assessment.
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CloverGurukul – A cloud based
digital interactive platform for
education built using latest
technologies

Digital education–need of the hour
Modernisation of education and digital
learning is essential in this competitive world
Institutions which take advanced digital
learning initiatives will be the frontrunners
Provision of advanced learning tools to
students can help better results and higher level
of knowledge for students

Interactive Learning
Interactive – learners can interact with trainers
using video and text chat on consent of the
trainer. Screen sharing is also possible to
provide further assistance to learners during
interactive sessions.
Group discussions - Groups and forums can be
created by teachers to encourage intelligent
discussions and interactive learning
Real time broadcasting - provides a
broadcasting feature that can be used for
remote online learning. Interactivity with the
trainer is further enhanced during real time
sessions.

Institutions and trainers can use the
platform to upload digital training
content, which can be used by their
learners through any device and learn as
directed by the institution. This is
interactive and completely private to the
institution and the respective learners

Advantages
Uniformity in best of teaching across
students of the institution or group of
institutions
Possibility of simultaneous lecture
sessions for multiple classrooms
Reduced travel for teachers who travel
between group institutions thereby
saving travel cost, time and effort
•

Low cost
• Very small or nil initial investment
• Pay per use options
• Digital payments

Learn anytime, anywhere
The content can be accessed by the
learners using devices such as laptops,
tablets or Smartphone from anywhere
and learn as directed by the institution.

Scalable and Flexible content
management
✓ Scalable to any number of learners, with
unlimited content supported.
✓ Easily extendable like building blocks
for associate institutions, branches and
franchisees.
✓ Content is completely owned by
institutions and can be uploaded and
updated as and when required
✓ Training content can be customized to
include
video/audio/text
with
integrated exercises and assignments
✓ Content once created can be
reused/updated. Can also be archived
for later usage.

Dashboards and Analytical reports
✓ Built-in tools for evaluation and
continuous progress tracking.
✓ Completely customizable performance
tracking with dashboards and analytical
reports.

Digital payment
✓ Product catalogue options for course
selection
✓ Pricing and discounts (time-based,
coupon-based, volume-based etc.)
✓ Shopping cart, payment gateway
integration, invoicing, taxation, etc.

Our Implementation
www.digitutor.in

Completely customizable
Configurable
for
institutionalised
representation of brand image, with
themes, templates, and logos. Can be
customized to enable access through
institution website

Highly Secure
✓ Highly secured and completely
private to the institution and the
respective student.
✓ Content security with strong
authentication methods.
✓ Only authorized learners can access
with their unique user ID and
password.
✓ Protected against unauthorized
downloads
✓ Provision to add watermarks to
videos

Built-in assessment engine
✓ Built-in
customizable
assessment
engine
✓ Configurable complexity levels
✓ Provision
to
build
exercises
/assignments with trainer defined
complexity
levels
to
assess
performance levels of learners.

DigiTutor provides
digital education
through collaboration
with eminent
professors using the
powerful
CloverGurukul
platform.

Advanced Interactive Learning with
CloverGurukul
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